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Abstract:- This paper describes a formula developed to implement the methodology and also the is a result 

of its application to bus service data from Porto. It proposes new spatial validation features to increase 

the precision of destination inference results and also to verify key presumptions contained in previous 

origin-destination estimation literature. The methodology is applicable to entry-only system designs 

coupled with distance-based fare structures, and it aims to boost raw AFC system data using the 

destination of individual journeys. Automated fare collection (AFC) systems are utilized in many urban 

trains and buses systems all over the world. Because the designation indicates, these are generally 

designed with the specific reason for automating the ticketing system, easing public transport use for 

travellers and adding efficiency to revenue collection procedures. Additionally, AFC systems are used to 

allow integrated ticketing across different public transport modes and operators in cities. A methodology 

for estimating the destination of passenger journeys from automated fare collection (AFC) system data is 

described. The information connect with an AFC system integrated by having an automatic vehicle 

location system that records transaction for every passenger boarding a bus, that contains attributes 

regarding the path, the automobile, and also the travel card used, combined with the sometime and the 

place that the journey started. A few of these are recorded with regards to permitting onboard ticket 

inspection but furthermore enable innovative spatial validation features created by the methodology. The 

outcomes brought to the conclusion the methodology works well for estimating journey destinations in the 

disaggregate level and identifies false positives reliably. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A methodology for estimating the destination of 

passenger journeys from automated fare collection 

(AFC) system data is described. While they are 

their primary design functions, AFC systems 

continuously generate data which may be helpful 

for service performance monitoring and for 

decision-making support [2]. The job described in 

this paper aims to make use of raw AFC system 

data to estimate the destination of person passenger 

journeys. Two primary designs of AFC systems 

exist, depending on whether passenger fare media 

are read just in the beginning or both at the start 

and finish of journeys. The very first of these are 

classified as entry-only AFC systems and need 

additional logic for estimating the destination of 

passenger journeys because alighting locations 

aren't recorded [3]. Entry-only configurations are 

popular in bus services all over the world, created 

to prevent alighting delays when the fare media of 

exiting passengers needed to be read upon arrival 

in a stop [1]. Since alighting locations aren't 

recorded, flat fare structures have frequently been 

used to reduce the requirement for on-board 

inspection to control underpaid travel. It consists of 

an evaluation, in an individual journey basis, 

between the estimated travel distance and also the 

compensated fare. The aim of the methodology 

would be to enrich raw AFC system data into 

complete Origin-Destination (O-D) passenger 

journey data sets showing individual travel designs. 

This requires high precision in the estimations and 

results at maximum disaggregation level, therefore 

the methodology favors precision over 

The proportion of deduced journey locations. The 

resulting information is helpful for modifying 

trains and buses choices to passenger demand and 

enables the making of O-D matrices at any degree 

of aggregation and geographic coverage. The 

methodology was put on the Andante system in 

Porto as case study, using data from the primary 

bus service operator called Sociedade de 

Transports Collectives do Porto, SA (STCP), which 

runs most routes inside the city and into the 

surrounding urban centers [2]. A specificity of 

Andante is that it's a time-based system for 

customers with no fixed subscription, which favors 

another validation feature created by the 

methodology. It handles an evaluation between 

your estimated geographic coverage of the journey 

and also the location of duplicate transaction 

records produced by travellers checking remaining 

travel time. The development of these spatial 

validation features, relevant to some comparison 

between travel distance and compensated fare, and 

also to the place of duplicate transaction records, is 

among the primary contributions of the work. The 

other is the identification of single daily journeys 

with multiple stages for reducing inference errors. 

The outcomes acquired suggest that the 
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methodology works well for estimating the 

locations of journeys at disaggregate level and 

reliable within the recognition of false positives. 

The brand new spatial validation features suggest 

that the key presumptions contained in previous 

literature within the field are largely valid for that 

Andante situation. 

 

Fig.1. Block diagram of key assumption 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

The formula coded in SQL to implement the 

suggested methodology. Its straight line complexity 

the execution time is proportional to the amount of 

transaction records selected [4]. The formula 

experiences the transaction record data set sorted 

first of all by travel card serial number and 

secondly through the travel card transaction 

timestamp. The first decision would be to verify 

when the record is really a duplicate, by which 

situation it will be utilized for spatial validation; 

nevertheless its destination shall not be deduced. 

The next decision would be to check if the record is 

the last or even the only stage of merely one daily 

journey on that travel card serial number. Two 

aspects are highlighted here [3].The very first is 

your day interval definition. Within this situation, 

the information set reveals significant transaction 

levels around night time, dropping steadily to 

minimums between 3:00 am and 5:00 am. 

Transactions between night time and three: 

00areseemed to be largely related to the day before 

passenger journey chains. Coincidently, the shift 

from evening to daytime bus services happens 

around5:00 are. Therefore, it had been made the 

decision that when it comes to daily journey chains 

each day starts at 5:00 am and ends at 4:59 am of 

the following morning. The 2nd aspect pertains to 

the excellence between journey stages and finish 

journeys. Travellers frequently need to change 

between trains and buses routes to achieve their 

destination and, within the situation from the 

Andante system, tap their travel card on reader 

when they board another vehicle. All of those 

transactions connect with a stage of the complete 

journey [4]. The difference matters in the event 

when there's just one daily journey for a passenger. 

In the event that journey is single staged, it's trivial 

that a destination can't be deduced because of 

insufficient information todetermine an applicant 

destination. But when that journey has several 

stages, it's perhaps probably the last journey stage 

ended up being to achieve a destination apart from 

the daily origin; otherwise the passenger could be 

traveling in a circle. These two situations are 

possible in theory, but merely presuming the latter 

holds true carries great chance of inferring the 

destination improperly. Therefore, an applicant for 

your destination isn't determined either to meet the 

goal of greatest precision of estimations, rather of 

assuming so that it is the daily origin as observed in 

previous literature. It’s advised the stages of the 

complete journey are defined by time-based 

Andante rules for pay-per-use travellers, which put 

down maximum journey trips based on the number 

of travel zones [5]. The next decision is to see if the 

transaction record may be the last stage during the 

day for your travel card serial number. 

III. CONCLUSION  

The proposed methodology makes two 

contributions. First, it proposes new endogenous 

spatial validation rules at disaggregate level. These 

extra validation rules deal with the quantity of 

zones or methods inside a travel card-that's specific 

to distance based fares-combined with the info on 

duplicate transaction records. Their intention is 

always to test the validity of key assumptions 

regarding continuity of daily travel as well as the 

circularity of daily journey chains, on a single 

situation basis at maximum disaggregation level. 

For your Porto STCP buses situation study, the 

spatial validation rules were not prolific inside the 

identification of false positives that have been 

unspotted from previous validation steps, but did 

provide the validity in the key presumptions. The 

second contribution relates to enhanced durability 

of estimation results. This paper described a 

methodology for estimating the destination of 

passenger journeys from AFC system data. It 

builds on previous work located in the literature by 

replicating key assumptions, but introduces a 

methodology that's specifically applicable for the 

situation of entry-only systems getting a distance 

based fare structure, that was not addressed before. 

The methodology refines previous work by 

distinguishing between journey stages and finished 

journeys and subsequently not inferring the 

destination in the last stage of single daily 

passenger journeys with multiple stages. Such 

instances otherwise introduce lots of uncertainly to 

the estimation results. The job introduced AFC 

system data however bus operator in Porto just like 

a new situation study for the O-D matrix estimation 

literature. The methodology shown effective to 

estimate the destination of journeys at 

disaggregates level also to detect instances where 

the candidate destination acquired from the 

application of key presumptions is most likely 

incorrect. The approach toward these instances is 
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conservative their locations are not deduced. The 

share of deduced locations is largely influenced 

with the nature of knowledge from Porto STCP 

buses and byte strictness of validation rules 

selecting the finest precision overestimates. Future 

work will focus on exogenous validation of the 

methodology once up-to-date O-D survey results 

become available from STCP. Future 

enhancements for the methodology may come with 

an additional validation rule based on an 

interchange time interval. 
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